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SWP: Have you always lived where you live now?
I currently live not far from the Mornington Peninsula and have done so for almost 40
years. I feel so blessed to live by the sea, with all of the glory that comes with that. Such a
relaxing place to be and you can always clear your mind just strolling along the watery
edge. Previous to this I grew up in a busy outer suburb of Melbourne. My parents had
holidayed on the Mornington Peninsula, which is located about one and a half hours from
Melbourne. They decided that it was a much calmer place to bring up their family, hence
why we moved. Such a good choice.
SWP: How long have you been writing?
I have been putting pen to paper for as long as I can remember. My mother always encouraged me to express
myself and the easiest way, was to write. I entered a lot of work within my Primary School education and
competitions and I still enter competitions for Poetry and Short Stories. My inspiration comes from my Angels who
guide me with verse and direction. It's like the constant knocking of words within my mind and when I realise then
I sit at my computer and the words flow with ease. This can also occur within the wee hours of the morning and is a
very powerful feeling.
SWP: What inspired you to write your chapter for Planet Whispers?
I have traveled to many countries and have had many an experience but the special time I had when I was in Bali
was so emotionally overpowering that I just had to write about it. My heart was so filled with so much love that I
knew what I needed to do and that was to share this beautiful experience with every person possible. It brought so
much joy to my life and I would have to say enriched it for the better. If ever I have difficulty in my words flowing,
then I try to go for a quick walk outside, I meditate and ask for direction and guidance. The words then flow as
easily as if I was painting a canvas.
SWP: What are your thoughts on being part of this anthology of writers?
I have enjoyed being part of this anthology and it was possibly enhanced by the first book Angels-Winged Whispers.
It was such an emotional day when that book was launched, that I knew I had to be involved in Planet Whispers.
SWP: Is there a message in your chapter that you want your readers to grasp?
There is an important message for all readers held within the pages of Planet Whispers. It doesn't matter how the
reader identifies with the words, they hold a special individual meaning for each and every one who will feel the
same as I did when this beautiful little child came to me from spirit.
SWP: What are your current writing projects now?
At present I am studying Poetry and working my way through this four year course. I was never able to study Poetry
formally after I left school and made the decision to educate myself in the very thing which I love to do and that is
write poetry and verse. I am hoping that within the next five years, my own work is published both for Poetry,
Short stories for children and A Kink In My Armour. (a true life story)

SWP: What dreams have been realized as a result of your writing?
My dream of being published has come to fruition with Angels-Winged Whispers and now Planet Whispers and to
be a part of such a wonderful anthology and blessed group of authors is amazing. To have the experience of such an
Editor as Sophia has been extremely pleasing and I have found much comfort with the way she has guided us all.
SWP: Do you have any specific last thoughts that you wish to share with your readers?
All I can say to each and every reader is to 'Believe' that no matter what you want to achieve, just do it for that will
bring your greatest joy and in the words of Mahatma Ghandi, "Whatever you do may be insignificant but it is very
important that you do it".
SWP: Where can we purchase the book?
www.rainbowangel.vpweb.com.au

